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Metal Gear Solid is an action-adventure stealth video game developed by Konami Computer Entertainment
Japan and released for the PlayStation in 1998.The game was directed, produced, and written by Hideo
Kojima, and serves as a sequel to the MSX2 video games Metal Gear and Metal Gear 2: Solid Snake, which
Kojima also worked on.. The game follows Solid Snake, a soldier who infiltrates a nuclear ...
Metal Gear Solid - Wikipedia
Metal Gear Solid HD Collection is a compilation of remastered ports of Metal Gear video games released for
PlayStation 3 and Xbox 360 in 2011 and PlayStation Vita in 2012. The compilation contains Metal Gear Solid
2: Sons of Liberty and Metal Gear Solid 3: Snake Eater on all three platforms, plus Metal Gear Solid: Peace
Walker on the home console versions (outside Japan), with the individual ...
Metal Gear Solid HD Collection - Wikipedia
1998 erschien der PlayStation-Titel Metal Gear Solid und wurde ein weltweiter Erfolg. Ãœber sechs Millionen
Mal wurde das Spiel verkauft. Es war das erste Spiel der Metal-Gear-Reihe, das Ã¼ber eine Sprachausgabe
verfÃ¼gt und in 3D-Grafik realisiert wurde.Entsprechend wurde auch das Gameplay angepasst.
Metal Gear â€“ Wikipedia
Metal Gear est une sÃ©rie de jeux vidÃ©o dÃ©veloppÃ©e et Ã©ditÃ©e par Konami sous la direction du
crÃ©ateur Hideo Kojima, apparue en 1987 avec Metal Gear.La sÃ©rie, qui a lancÃ© le genre infiltration, est
reconnue internationalement par la critique et la communautÃ© de joueurs et compte plus de 33 millions de
jeux vendus.. C'est une Å“uvre uchronique du genre techno-thriller.
Metal Gear (sÃ©rie) â€” WikipÃ©dia
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8 3. Timer Board [a] Solid-State Control 1) A HOSHIZAKI exclusive solid-state control is employed in the
self-contained flaker icemakers. 2) A printed circuit board (hereafter called â€œtimer boardâ€•) includes a
stable and high
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